Liquid Porcelain Tub and Tile Fast Cure Refinishing System
Triangle Coatings continues to lead the tub and tile refinishing industry in
research and development, and remains dedicated to meeting, or exceeding, VOC
clean air regulations throughout California, across the US, and abroad.
Since 1932, Triangle Coatings has set national, and worldwide, performance
parameter standards for paint and coatings in many industries.
Chemists at Triangle’s “state of the art” lab, combine cutting edge raw materials,
latest formulation technologies, and newly developed manufacturing systems, to
provide coatings for PG&E, NASA, and DOT, as well as for the communications,
agriculture, hi tech, automotive, transportation, building, clean air, and Tub and
Tile Refinishing Industries.
Triangle’s original system of Liquid Porcelain formulas was developed nearly 40
years ago by creating a refinishing product line that catered directly to the
application needs of the professional refinishing technician, while setting early
industry standards for asthetics and performance.
The Liquid Porcelain Refinishing System continues to evolve, currently offering:
* LOW, VOC COMPLIANT. ( purchase in quarts, gallons, fives, or drums)
* FOUR HOUR, FULLY CURED TOP COAT FINISH
* FAST DRY, SINGLE COMPONENT PRIMER. NO etching ever necessary
* EXTREMELY LOW ODOR FORMULA
* HIGH PERFORMANCE, EASY TO CARE FOR SURFACE
* QUICK AND EASY TO APPLY BY REFINISHING PROFESSIONALS
* PERFORMANCE RATED FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Liquid Porcelain is NOT an accelerated fast dry product like others
Liquid Porcelain IS a Gorgeous, High Performance, FULLY
CURED, ODOR FREE SURFACE, READY FOR USE IN ONLY
FOUR HOURS.

June 2018
Triangle Coatings Inc. is expanding manufacturing facilities again
AND increasing the availability of it’s State of The Art

Liquid Porcelain Fast Cure Tub and Tile Refinishing System
Now available throughout the US and Canada, the professional Tub and Tile
Refinisher can take advantage of using a dynamic system designed for quick easy
application, extremely fast dry, and a 4 hour “back in service” time, with performance
parameters that exceed industry standards for durability, color and gloss retention, and
chip and stain resistance. Liquid Porcelain is a LOW ODOR, LOW VOC, porcelain like,
mirror image, very durable, high gloss, long lasting, and easy to maintain.......

FOUR HOUR FULL CURE REFINISHING SYSTEM
Unlike systems that force dry a film that continues to cure for a week, the LIQUID
PORCELAIN SYSTEM IS FULLY CURED, and reaches all high performance
specifications in FOUR HOURS. This is a very quick dissipating, very fast cure, Low
Odor, system.

Triangle Coatings has been a leader in the Tub and Tile Refinishing Industry
for nearly 40 years. This latest generation Tub and Tile Refinishing System is
VOC compliant to be shipped in quarts, gallons, fives or drums.
Triangle distributors have phone access to training and technical information.
On staff full time is a refinisher with over 30 years of hands on Liquid
Porcelain application experience to aid in the success of your application.
Your local inventory distributor is:
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

“Liquid Porcelain Fast Cure Low Odor Refinishing
System”
A High Performance Four Hour Full Cure System designed for:
Porcelain or Steel Bathtubs and Sinks
Fiberglass Tub/Shower Enclosures and Shower Pans
Formica Countertops
Faux Marble Bathroom Vanities and sinks
Ceramic Tile in Bathrooms or Kitchens
* 249GFC Liquid Porcelain Fast Cure Low Odor Top Coat. A High Solids, extremely
durable, cutting edge Acrylic Urethane designed specifically to withstand harsh exposure
conditions in baths and kitchens. With maximum stain resistance, this very tight, High
Tech Surface film will remain flexible enough to resist chipping, marring, and cracking due
to temperature changes or surface flexing. Also formulated with top grade additives for
color and gloss retention. A Rich, Beautiful, High Gloss, Porcelain Like, Mirror Image
Finish that will last for years! Available in dynamic Fixture White, crystal Clear, Antique
White, Light Almond. (more colors available upon request) (4:1 mix ratio with 249B)
* 249B High Solids Liquid Porcelain Catalyst.
( Must Combine Four parts of 249GFC topcoat with One part of 249B)
* 961P TriCryl Primer. A vital part of the Triangle Liquid Porcelain Refinishing System.
State of the Art technology in this High Performance, Sticks Like Glue, SINGLE
COMPONENT, Very Fast Dry Primer. You will NEVER NEED TO ETCH AGAIN nor be
forced to use a 2 Part Primer! Your go-to primer for all applications of Liquid Porcelain
Fast Cure Topcoats. Available in white OR now in light almond, smoky, and black as a
primer beneath specked/multi spec countertop finishes.
* AT78 Reducer. Perfectly blended LOW ODOR combination of solvents form this Zero
VOC Performance Reducer. This is the required reducer for use in both the 249GFC
Liquid Porcelain Top Coats and the 961P Fast Dry Primer. Use as needed.
* 983P Tri-Bond Wipe on Adhesion Promoter. High Tech Bonding Agent for unpainted
porcelain or steel. Can be used on clean surfaces. This primer will not provide a fill for
imperfections, and it is clear.

* AX03 Anti Slip Aggregate Additive. Add to Liquid Porcelain as needed to provide a slip
resistant surface to any bathtub or shower bottom. Spray, brush or roll the mix on. Stays
suspended in the film to provide a high performance area of slip resistance.

